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The Stamp Tax Solution  
helps firms identify eligible 
instruments dynamically.
TAX ELIGIBILITY CHANGES DAILY
Handling taxes imposed by global authorities can be a serious challenge 
for financial firms. Many international broker dealers and wealth managers, 
for example, deal with tax-eligible securities on behalf of clients but remain 
responsible for remitting payments to relevant authorities.

To streamline this process, firms first need an efficient and dependable way to 
identify tax- and levy-eligible instruments and map them to security databases. 
This requires both a comprehensive security master database and the ability to 
monitor daily fluctuations in eligibility as new listings and delistings take place.

BLOOMBERG HELPS ENHANCE EFFICIENCY
The Bloomberg Stamp Tax solution helps financial firms identify eligible instruments 
quickly, accurately and dynamically. Drawing on Bloomberg’s vast data resources, 
this solution provides updated eligibility data at the security level. It offers complete 
mapping between the relevant tax datasets and our comprehensive reference 
database, which helps ensure extensive coverage of eligible securities. With this 
daily file, firms gain access to the data required to calculate payments properly, 
comply with tax requirements and avoid unexpected liability.

DESIGNED FOR EFFICIENCY
The Bloomberg solution includes standardized fields for both country of jurisdiction 
and eligibility, making it easy to integrate the data into downstream applications. The 
daily comprehensive file helps firms understand the universe of eligible securities in 
a dynamic way as changes occur. The solution also features common identifiers and 
metadata between country-specific tax files and Bloomberg reference data, enabling 
firms to effortlessly map our security-level tax data to other reference data feeds.

ENTERPRISE ADVANTAGES
The Stamp Tax solution delivers value across the firm.

Tax departments acquire accurate data that reflects daily fluctuations in the list 
of tax- and levy-eligible securities.

Risk managers will appreciate the ability to minimize potential liability with 
precise data that supports proper calculation of tax payments.

Market data administrators gain a reliable solution to a familiar challenge without 
the need to perform in-house mapping between tax data and reference data. 

COMPREHENSIVE  
TAX COVERAGE
 •  Exhaustive reference database  

for broad instrument coverage
 •  Accurate mapping to tax datasets for 

the UK, Ireland and other countries
 •  Daily file help ensure timely updates
 •  Standardized fields for country  

of jurisdiction and eligibility
 •  Common identifiers and metadata
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TAKE THE NEXT STEP 
Learn more about how we can help dynamically identify tax-eligible securities around 
the world. Visit bloomberg.com/enterprise or reach us at eprise@bloomberg.net.
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BLOOMBERG FOR ENTERPRISE
To succeed today, financial institutions must respond to challenges that are not 
addressed by traditional approaches. They require world-class solutions that 
integrate people, processes, information and technology for the front office, middle 
office and operations. Bloomberg partners with these institutions to protect and 
capitalize on data, manage risk, deliver transparency and control costs. Through 
enterprise-level expertise and three decades of deep industry experience, 
Bloomberg creates real value through the use of innovative technology that turns 
data into a strategic asset. 
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